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Catastrophe Disentanglement : Getting Software Projects Back on TrackAddison Wesley, 2006
“There are many books available on software risks and software failures. There are very few books that provide step-by-step information on getting troubled software projects back on track. This book provides detailed guidelines for software project recovery. Some of the steps the author recommends may be unpleasant,...
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SAP R/3 Administrator's HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Demystify today's premier client/server enterprise software!

The all-in-one guide to successfully implementing enterprise-wide business process engineering now brings you up to speed on the #1 software's latest features. SAP R/3 Handbook, Second Edition, by Jose Antonio Hernandez, explains in easy-to-follow steps all stages of R/3...
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Effective Oracle Database 10g Security by DesignMcGraw-Hill, 2004
The database has two important roles: 1. Serve the  data—databases are commonly referred to as data servers; 2. Protect the data.  Yes that’s right, the database is there to serve and protect. Database security  features are vast and complex. While the complexity can afford us many ways to  provide a robust...
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Undocumented Windows 2000 Secrets: A Programmer's CookbookAddison Wesley, 2001
After finishing the manuscript of my first book, Developing LDAP and ADSI Clients for Microsoft Exchange (Schreiber 2000) in October 1999,1 was honestly convinced for some time that I would never write a book again. Well, this phase didn't last long, as the pages you...
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Developing Enterprise Java Applications with J2EE and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
 The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE TM) offers great promise for dramatically improving the way that enterprise applications are built, and organizations that have adopted the J2EE are gaining a competitive advantage. The industry-standard Unified Modeling Language (UML) has helped countless organizations achieve software...
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Essential Windows(r) CE Application ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The indispensable guide to writing clean CE applications, including real-world tips, techniques, and workarounds.      

Microsoft's Windows CE operating system is quickly finding its way into a wide variety of information appliances like Handheld and Palm-size PCs, television set top boxes, smart telephones, and electronic...
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Pro Oracle Application Express (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2008

	Application Express, or APEX, is one of the most innovative products to come out of Oracle in years. APEX is an application development framework for developing database–backed applications. It’s easy enough to get started in that power users can quit storing data in random spreadsheets and instead centralize their data in the...
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Professional Oracle 8i Application Programming with Java, PL/SQL and XMLWrox Press, 2000
Oracle Corporation has broadened its development platform, integrating open standards such as Java and XML into the heart of the Oracle 8i database. This extended programming environment continues to exploit the qualities of scalability, reliability and efficiency of the world's most successful data management software, but at the same time it...
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Pro LINQ: Language Integrated Query in VB 2008Apress, 2009
LINQ is the project name for a set of extensions to the .NET Framework that provide a generic approach to querying data from different data sources. LINQ will premier in Visual Studio 2008, and will become the next must–have skill for .NET developers. For more information about LINQ, you can check out www.linqdev.com.
Starting with code...
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Java Coding Guidelines: 75 Recommendations for Reliable and Secure Programs (SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2013

	
		“A must-read for all Java developers. . . . Every developer has a responsibility to author code that is free of significant security vulnerabilities. This book provides realistic guidance to help Java developers implement desired functionality with security, reliability, and maintainability goals...
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Windows Forms in ActionManning Publications, 2006
Using many examples all on a common theme, this second edition of Windows Forms Programming with C# presents Windows application development in a step-by-step, easy to follow format. Written for beginner and intermediate programmers eager to get their hands dirty, the text covers fundamentals like labels, buttons, and tool strips, as well as...
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Art of Computer Programming/Sorting and Searching (Computer Science and Information Processing)Addison Wesley, 1973
 

For  the first time in more than 20 years, Knuth has revised all three books  to reflect more recent developments in the field. His revisions focus  specifically on those areas where knowledge has converged since  publication of the last editions, on problems that have been solved, on  problems that have changed. In...
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